This paper argues that the system of references to active participants in Ancient Hebrew is influenced by the presence in the story of new developments. Many languages employ intersentential conjunctions to indicate whether or not the material concerned represents a new development. In other languages, the choice of verb form serves a similar purpose. Neither of these options is exploited in Ancient Hebrew. Instead, full NP references to active participants help to identify those events that represent new developments in a narrative. I first outline typical systems of reference to active participants in terms of default and marked encodings and show that, at least in one specific context, Ancient Hebrew uses more encoding material to refer to active participants than the Nigerian language Tyap or Koiné Greek ( §1). I then argue that marked encoding is found in Hebrew not only at the beginning of narrative units and when an action or speech is to be highlighted, but also at places in a narrative where one might expect a developmental marker to occur ( §2). 1
Typical systems of reference to active participants
Each participant in a story may be in one of three activation states at any particular time, according to Chafe (1987:22ff) : active, semi-active/accessible, or inactive:
• active: "currently lit up, a concept in a person's focus of consciousness at a particular moment" • accessible/semi-active: "in a person's peripheral awareness, but one that is not being directly focused on" • inactive: "currently in a person's long-term memory, neither focally nor peripherally active."
Thus, at the beginning of a story that begins, 'Once upon a time there were three little pigs,' the concept of pigs goes from an inactive to an active state. The listeners doubtless had some information about pigs stored in their long-term memory, but pigs are probably not in the forefront of their thoughts before they hear the first sentence of the story. If the first episode of the story then concerns 'the first little pig,' the concepts of the second and third little pigs will lapse into an accessible, semi-active state. However, all it takes to bring them back to the active state is an utterance like 'Now the second little pig….'
This paper concerns systems of references to active participants, that is, to participants who are currently "in a person's focus of consciousness." In the text from Genesis that is presented in Appendix 1, Abraham is already an active participant in 22:1b, as he was the subject of the previous sentence (21:34). In contrast, 'God' is probably being reactivated in 22:1b; although reference is made to him in 21:33b, he was last presented in an active role in 21:20. I find five ways in which Abraham is referred to as an active participant in this passage: 1) with full noun phrases (NPs), as in 22:1b ( 'Abraham') 2) with independent pronouns, as in 22:1c ('to him') 3) with "clitic pronouns" (Fox 1983:221) , as in 22:3b ('ass-his') 2 4) by implication with "subject agreement" (Fox 1983 :220) on the verb (Ø), as in 21:33b 5) by implication as the addressee of a reported speech ('to Ø'), as in 22:1d.
I argue elsewhere (Levinsohn 2000:136 ) that Givón's Iconicity Principle ("The more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process a topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to it"-Givón 1983:18) provides only a partial explanation as to why references to active participants are sometimes encoded as NPs, sometimes as pronouns, and sometimes as zero (Ø). It is more insightful to describe the selection of one of these forms of reference over against another in terms of default and marked encodings. Typically, I first identify default coding values for specific contexts. (Default values occur when, in Givón's terms, there is no great discontinuity or surprise.) Marked encodings are those that are other than the default encoding for these contexts. (See Dooley and Levinsohn 2000: §18 for a step-by-step procedure for referential analysis, together with application to a text in the Mofu-Gudur language of Cameroon.)
In the following sections, therefore, I approach the question of NP references to active participants in Ancient Hebrew against the background of the default way of referring to these participants in the context concerned. I first discuss typical default encodings for references to subjects in four specific contexts ( §1.1). I then consider NP references in one of the contexts for which the default encoding is only subject agreement ( §1.2), and provide statistical confirmation that NP references in this context occur much more frequently in Hebrew than in some other languages ( §1.3). Finally, I illustrate default and marked encodings in a second context ( §1.4).
Default encodings for references to subjects
When I analyze the system of reference to active participants in a language, I first identify default encodings for the following four contexts involving subjects (S) (op. cit. §18.4): S1 the subject is the same as in the previous clause or sentence S2 the subject was the addressee of a speech reported in the previous sentence S3 the subject was involved in the previous sentence in a non-subject role other than addressee S4 other changes of subject than those covered by S2 and S3.
The second clause in the following examples illustrates these four contexts (references are to Appendix 1-the subject reference that fits the context concerned is bolded, while the previous reference to the participant is underlined):
S1
& the God A couple of provisos are needed at this point. First, "when the subject and other participants in the action of the previous clause are included in a plural subject in the next clause, this is usually treated as the same subject [S1] for the purposes of participant reference encoding" (Levinsohn 2000:138 Recent field research has suggested that languages in Francophone Africa fall into two groups as far as default encodings for the above contexts are concerned: 1) those languages that use minimal forms of encoding for contexts S1, S2 and S3; i.e., for all references to active participants, regardless of their role in the previous sentence 2) those languages that use minimal forms of encoding only for context S1, but NPs for contexts S2, S3 and S4; i.e., for all changes of subject.
See Appendix 2 (Tyap) for a language of the first type. See Dooley and Levinsohn (2000: §18) for a text in a language (Mofu-Gudur) that appears to be of the second type.
What is important for this paper is that, regardless of the group to which an individual language belongs, the default encoding for context S1 (the subject is the same as in the previous clause or sentence) is minimal. In Ancient Hebrew, this means that the default encoding for clauses and sentences which have the same subject as in the previous clause or sentence will be subject agreement (provided an overt reference to the subject is not obligatory). 4
Marked encoding of references to subjects in context S1
Marked encodings are those that are other than the default encoding for a specific context. In the case of context S1 in Ancient Hebrew, all occasions when a NP is used instead of subject agreement constitute marked encodings.
When more coding material occurs than the default rules for a language predict, this typically occurs for one of two reasons (see Levinsohn 2000:140) : 1) to mark the beginning of a narrative unit (because, in Givón's terms, there is a discontinuity); or 2) to highlight the action or speech concerned (often, because it is disruptive or surprising).
With reference to the instances of a NP in context S1 in Appendix 1, it is generally agreed that 22:1 ('& Ø happened (wayhî) after these things & the God tested Abraham') begins a new narrative unit. For example, Longacre (1989:26) mentions this example before observing, "In general, wayhî + a temporal phrase marks an episode break in Hebrew narrative prose." Consequently, one would expect a NP to be used in 22:1 to refer to the subject, even though it is the same as in the previous sentence. See also 22:4a ('On third day & Abraham lifted up his eyes'), where the forefronted adverbial phrase again marks a discontinuity of time. There is probably a discontinuity also at 22:14 ('& Abraham called the name of that place "YHWH will see"'), which concerns "The Naming of the Place" (Heimerdinger 1999: 114) and may well not be the next event in sequence after Abraham offered the ram (22:13f).
In contrast, the other instances of a NP in context S1 (22:5a, 6a, 10a) do not appear to occur at points of discontinuity. Rather, there appears to be continuity of time, place, action, and participants (Givón 1984:245, Dooley and Levinsohn 2000: §7. 3). Neither are the events concerned "disruptive, surprising" (Givón 1983:18) . See, for example, the events of 22:9b-10b: These events appear to follow a script: "a predetermined, stereotyped sequence of actions, with a specific goal" (Heimerdinger 1999:229) . Furthermore, the goal is already known ('"Take your son … & go … & offer him for a burnt offering…"'-2a). Consequently, the information of 22:10a is not, in Givón's words (ibid.), "disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process." Some other explanation for the presence of a NP in these clauses is therefore needed. I present a plausible explanation in §2.
Statistical confirmation
First, however, I offer some confirmation that instances of NPs in context S1 are more frequent in Ancient Hebrew stories than in comparable stories in certain other languages. I do so by comparing passages in three languages in which one participant performs most of the actions. The passages appear in Appendices 1 (Hebrew), 2 (Tyap), and 3 (Koiné Greek). 5 Table 1 indicates the number of clauses in each passage, the number of clauses that fit context S1, and the number of these in which a NP is used to refer to the subject. *The first figure for Greek indicates the number of independent clauses in the passage. The second figure includes participial clauses. 
Default and marked encoding of references in context S2
Before considering why the percentage of NPs in context S1 is so high in Ancient Hebrew, I look at the encoding of references to the subject in context S2; i.e., when the subject was the addressee of a speech reported in the previous sentence. Three groups of three examples occur in the passage presented in Appendix 1: 22:1d-3a, 7c-8a, and 11c-13a. In each group, the encoding for the first two S2 references happens to be subject agreement alone, whereas the encoding for the final S2 reference is a NP. 6 See, for example, 22:7-8a. If we take the default encoding for context S2 to be subject agreement alone, the instances of marked encoding (NP references) can be easily explained.
First of all, it is common cross-linguistically for the final speech of a reported conversation to be highlighted when its content is important. As indicated in §1.2, one way of highlighting a reported speech is by increased encoding of reference to the speaker. Heimerdinger (1999:224) describes this mechanism for "foregrounding" as a violation of Grice's (1975:45-46 ) Maxim of Quantity, "Do not make your contribution more informative than is required." The effect of violating this maxim by making a 'redundant' reference to the speaker is to throw the element (sentence) concerned into relief. In the case of 22:8a above, it is appropriate for the speech to be highlighted because its assertion 'God will provide' is "the turning point of the story," explaining the name of the place 'YHWH will see' (Wenham 1994:109, 100-see v. 14; the Hebrew verb ra'ah means 'see, provide').
Secondly, "one common change of ACTION that is marked cross-linguistically is when a story moves from reported conversation to non-speech events" (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000: §7.4). In other words, the move from a reported conversation to the non-speech events that follow is treated as an "action discontinuity" (Levinsohn 2000:4) . Both of the remaining instances of NPs in context S2 occur at such points of action discontinuity. See, for example, 22:3a. 
NPs as markers of development in Ancient Hebrew
This section argues that the increased frequency of NP references to active participants in Ancient Hebrew compensates for the absence of a developmental marker in the language. I begin by discussing NP references in contexts S1 and S2 ( §2.1). I then consider some examples of NP references to active participants in other contexts ( §2.2).
NP references in contexts S1 and S2
I noted in §1.4 that "one common change of ACTION that is marked cross-linguistically is when a story moves from reported conversation to non-speech events" (Dooley and Levinsohn, loc. cit In many languages, conjunctions such as 'so' and 'then' are mutually exclusive with the default way of conjoining clauses or sentences (whether a conjunction such as 'and' or the absence of any conjunction). In Ancient Hebrew narratives, however, the norm is for every clause or sentence to begin with the same conjunction (waw). This means that the option of signaling an action discontinuity by selecting a particular conjunction is not available in Ancient Hebrew. I suggest that the use of NPs to refer to active participants compensates for this.
I call conjunctions like 'so' and 'then' developmental markers. A developmental marker "constrains the material with which it is associated to be interpreted as a new step or development in the author's story or argument" (Levinsohn 2000:293) . In Tyap (Appendix 2), the preverbal particle kàn "indicates that the proposition is viewed by the author as representing a new development in the storyline" (Follingstad 1994:153 ; see also the discussion of this text in Dooley and Levinsohn 2000: Appendix C). In Koiné Greek (Appendix 3), although the default developmental marker is de (Levinsohn 2000:70) , oun and tote also indicate that the material which they introduce represents a new development (op. cit. 85; Levinsohn 1987:150 " (1999:124) . In other words, they are viewed by the author as representing a new development in the storyline. This is not indicated in Hebrew by a developmental conjunction or preverbal particle, however. Rather, it is implied by the 'redundant' use of a NP in context S1.
The following chart shows how the presence of NP references to active participants might lead us to divide 22:1-6 into five 'development units' (represented by boxes). (On the basis of discontinuities of time and of action, in contrast, the passage would divide into only three or four episodes-see § §1.2 and 1.4.) 8 Notice, in the above diagram, that the reported conversation of 22:1-2 is grouped as a single development unit. The conversation only represents a development in the story as it moves beyond the opening speeches to the instruction of 2.
In contrast, the reported conversation of 22:7-8 (discussed in §1.4) extends over two development units, as represented in the following diagram. The above discussion might give the impression that every time a NP reference occurs in context S1 or S2, a new development unit will begin, even though a NP reference might have been expected anyhow, because of the presence of a discontinuity. 9 However, in languages that have developmental conjunctions or pre-verbal particles, the developmental marker does not have to be used when there is a discontinuity. For example, in the Tyap text (Appendix 2), there is a discontinuity of time between 10 and 11, but the developmental marker kàn is not used following the discontinuity until 15. 10 I am not sure how one might distinguish in Ancient Hebrew between a NP reference to an active participant that is motivated by a preceding discontinuity and one that is motivated by the beginning of a new development unit. The language employs several means for signaling a discontinuity of time. For example, the sentence may begin with an adverbial phrase of time that may or may not be separated from the main clause by the conjunction waw (&). In 22:4a, for instance, waw is not used until after the adverbial phrase (Ø On third day &…). In 14:4, in contrast, waw precedes the adverbial phrase (& in thirteenth year they rebelled). Similarly, when wayhî (it happened) precedes the adverbial phrase of time, waw may or may not follow the adverbial phrase. Compare 22:1a (& Ø happened after these things &…) with Exodus 16:27 (& Ø happened on the seventh day some of the people went out). It may be that certain of these means imply that the line of development continues across the discontinuity, while others bring the previous line of development to an end. Research is needed in this area. 11
NP references to active participants in other contexts
NP references to active participants may be motivated by the presence of a new development not only in contexts S1 and S2, but also in other contexts. This section considers examples of NP references in non-subject contexts N1 and N2, where N1 to N4 are defined as follows (see Dooley and Levinsohn 2000: §18.4 
):

N1
the referent occupies a non-subject argument role in the current clause and in the previous clause or sentence
N2
the addressee of a reported speech was the subject (speaker) of a speech reported in the previous sentence
N3
the referent was involved in the previous sentence in a role other than those covered by N1 and N2
N4
other non-subject references than those covered by N2 and N3.
This section also considers the implications of referring in the same clause to two active participants with NPs (e.g. in contexts S1 and N1).
In the diagram below of Genesis 4:3-6, (N1) and (N3) indicate where NPs are used to refer to active participants in these non-subject contexts. In 4b, there is a NP reference to Abel, who was the subject of the previous clause (4a). 5b and 6 contain NP references to Cain, who was also involved in a non-subject role in 5a. This suggests a division of the passage into four development units as follows: Two NP references to active participants are also found in 4:13: in the contexts S2 (Cain) and N2 (YHWH). The speech which is introduced in this way is a "countering move" (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000: §1.3; see Longacre 1996:131) in which Cain objects to YHWH's pronouncement of 10-12. The use of the two NP references to active participants probably increases the highlighting of this unexpected development. 
Conclusion
Statistics suggest that Ancient Hebrew uses a significantly greater number of NP references to active participants than Tyap and Koiné Greek do. I have argued in this paper that this increase compensates for the absence of a developmental conjunction or pre-verbal particle in Hebrew. Languages typically refer to active participants with NPs when the subject remains the same either to mark the beginning of a narrative unit or to highlight the speech or action concerned. Hebrew uses NP references to active participants not only in these contexts, but also in connection with new developments. comes with them to a place called Gethsemane 36b kai Ø S1 says to the disciples, "Sit here while I go over there and pray." 37 kai Ø S1 having taken Peter and the two sons of Zebedee began to be grieved and agitated. 38 tote Ø S1 says to them, "I am deeply grieved… remain here & stay awake with me." 39 kai Ø S1 having gone forward a little fell upon his face praying and saying, "Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass" 40a kai Ø S1 comes to the disciples 40b kai Ø S1 finds them sleeping 40c kai Ø S1 says to Peter, "So, could you not stay awake with me one hour?" 42 Ø again for 2 nd time Ø S1 having left prayed saying, "Father… your will be done." 43a kai Ø S1 having come again found them sleeping 43b gar their eyes S3 were heavy. 44 kai Ø S1 13 having left them again having gone away was praying for the third time the same thing having said again. 45a tote Ø S1 comes to the disciples 45b kai Ø S1 says to them, "Are you still sleeping and taking your rest? … See, my betrayer is at hand." 47 kai yet he
[PRE] S1 speaking… 13 " [I] f the subject is the same as in the last independent clause that describes a storyline event, no overt reference is made to it, even if intervening background material has a different subject" (Levinsohn 2000:138) .
